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'Analysis of the existing Standard on Power performance measurement and its
application in complex terrain".

Cuerva, A.
17 pp. 1 fig. 10 refs.

Abstract:

There are some groups working on the ¡mprovement of the existing Standard and
recommendation on WECS power performance measurement and analysis.

One of them, besides the one working in this project, is the MEASNET expert group. This
one is trying to adequatethe main reference, the IEC1400-12 Ref. [9]. to the current requirements
on technical quality and trueness.

Within this group and the MEASNET one, many deficiencies have been detected in the
procedure followed up to now. Several of them belong to general aspects of the method (caiculations,
assumptions, etc. ) but the most critica! fact regards to the inherent characteristics of complex
terrain and to the issue of site calibration and uncertainties due to it, specifically.

"Análisis del estándar existente sobre medida de curva de potencia y su aplicación
en terreno complejo"

Cuerva, A.
17 pp. 1 fig. 10 refs.

Resumen:

Actualmente existen algunos grupos trabajando en la mejora del estándar y las recomen-
daciones existentes sobre medida y análisis de actuaciones de potencia de aerogeneradores.

Uno de ellos, además del que desarrolla su actividad dentro de este proyecto es el grupo
de expertos de la Red MEASNET. Este grupo esta intentando adecuar la principal referencia
existente, la IEC-1400-12 Ref. [9]. a los actuales requerimientos de calidad técnica y veracidad.

Dentro de este grupo, y del correspondiente MEASNET, se han detectado gran cantidad
de deficiencias en el procedimiento seguido hasta ahora. Varios de ellos pertenecen a los aspec-
tos generales del método (cálculos, hipótesis, etc.) pero los puntos más críticos están relaciona-
dos con la características propias del terreno complejo y la temática de la calibración del empla-
zamiento y sus incertidumbres.
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0. Summary.

This document was prepared inside the JOULE III project Nr JOU3-CT95-
0064, EWTS-II (EUROPEAN WIND TURBINES STANDARDS II) Subproject IV-
"Power Performance in Complex Terrain".

The contríbution of CIEMAT to the project is to provide with results from
the analysis of measurement campaigns of the power output of a MADE AE/30
wind turbine operating in Monteahumada on the Tarifa área as complex terrain,
and with results from data of the same machine operating in Cañada de la barca
in Fuerteventura island as fíat terrain, as reference for the performances at in-
homogeneous terrain. CIEMAT will carry out an analysis of the data, with
emphasis on the uncertainty quantification and assessment of possible
differences between power curves or AEP curves. Finally CIEMAT will contribute
with a Parámeter Identification analysis on the power output.

CIEMAT also will contribute with a document containing suggestions to
improve the way the current recommendation IEC-MEASNET treats Power
performance measurements in complex terrain.

This document presents the final conclusión on the state of the standard
about WECS power performance measurement and analysis.

Sub project IV.
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1. Introduction.

There are some groups working on the improvement of the existing
standard and recommendation on WECS power performance measurement and
analysis.

One of them, besides the one ¡s working in this project, is the MEASNET
expert group that is trying to adequate the main reference, the IEC 1400-12 Ref.
[9]. to the current requirements on technical quality and trueness

Within this group and the MEASNET one, many deficiencies have been
detected in the procedure followed up to now. Several of them, belong to general
aspects of the method (calcuiations, assumptions etc.) but the most critical
aspect regards to the inherent characteristics of complex terrain and to the issue
of site calibration and uncertainties due to it, specifically.

Sub project IV. Page 4A 6.
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2. Aspeéis of the Standard regarding to complex terrain.

2.1. The measurement of the wind speed.

The existing standard indicates that the measurement of the wind speed
must be done by using cup anemometers with some specific characteristics.

Cup anemometers present two kind of deficiencies that have an important
influence on the measure of power curve in complex terrain.

These deficiencies present two aspects. One of them is that cup
anemometers can not detect some properties of the flow that have a proved
influence in the power performances of the machine. The second aspect ¡s that
these sensors misread the wind speed vector.

All these deviations from the real measurement, can be included as
uncertainties in power performance due to wind speed, once the response of the
sensor is known in lab and the levei of the disturbing factors are determined in
field. But the quantity of this uncertainty is so large, that the investigaron on the
systematic usage of more accurate methods makes sense.

2.2. Characteristics of the flow in complex terrain that alter the
reading of cup anemometers.

The first kind of deficiencies regards to the fact that cup anemometers
are high sensitive to characteristics of the flow in complex terrain that completely
change their responses.

Flow in complex terrain presents higher level of turbulence as well as a
more complex pattern of it. Also, the wind speed vector has an important vertical
component that provokes large angles of inclination over the horizontal plañe.

Cup anemometers react in a bad way before this two ^acts. First, they
suffer the phenomenon of overspeeding, that leads to an over-estimation of the
valué of the wind speed when the flow is turbulent. Also, even though the
inclination of the wind speed over the horizontal plañe is small (few degrees), the
cup anemometer misreads the valué of the horizontal wind speed.

These two phenomena affect to all the models known by the author
(about 10, and all of them defined as high performance cup anemometers).

The current Standard gives an ¡ndication of the quality of the anemometer
in turbulent flow, by limiting their length constant to a number lesser than 5m.

Sub project IV. Page 5A 6.
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This requirement is not enough, considering the wlde range of anemometers that
can be chosen and the different levéis of turbulence they can suffer.

The response of the anemometer to vertical components of the wind
speed (or wrong levelling of the sensor) ¡s even less systematic. Almost all the
sensors deviate from the theoretical cosine response, and they do it in a quite
different way, since this deviation mainly depends on the aerodynamic
interference of the body on the cups.

The effect of inclination of the flow, for the known high performance
anemometers, rages from -10% to 5% (depending on the sensor) for flow
inclination of -159 up to -2.5% to 10% (depending on the sensor) for +10% of
flow inclination. This results come from a test carried out at 8 m/s illustrated in
the Ref. [8].

The effect of overspeeding due to turbulence of the flow has been deeply
studied, see references [CUP ANEMOMETER DYNAMICS] and one of the
possible simple estimations can be:

Where:

U

[1]

AU: Over-estimation of the horizontal wind speed.
U: Horizontal wind speed.
Is: Is the horizontal turbulence intensity.
/,,: Is the vertical turbulence intensity.
Js: Is a function of the shape of the spectrum of horizontal turbuient energy.
Lo: Is the distance constant for the anemometer.
As: Is the characteristic length scale of the horizontal turbulence.

In normal situation {LtJAs«l) the limit of the deviation of the over-
estimation can be fixed to 10%. See Ref. [6].

2.3. Characteristics of íhe flow in complex terrain that are not
detected in a known way by cup anemometers.

The wind speed reference for the power curve should be the module of
the complete wind speed vector (some considerations can be done on it) See
Ref. [7].

Sub project IV. Page 6A 6.
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Cup anemometers, theoretically, are only able to measure the component
of the wind in the plañe of the cups. The reality is even worse, since, as it was
indicated before, they react non systematically and in a non quantifiable way to
wind components out of the plañe of the cups.

Therefore, cup anemometers do not treat properly a property of the flow
whose importance have been demonstrated in recent research programs.

2.4. The usage of 3D sonic anemometers as a solution.

Trying to solve the problems of cup anemometers in typical complex
terrain flows, sonic anemometers appear as a solution. They are not sensitive to
dynamic effects such as overspeeding (Therefore their responses in turbulent
flow is rather better) and they can measure the complete 3D wind speed vector
in one point.

The usage of sonic anemometers present some peculiarities to be
considered. One of them is the prize (it can be one order of magnitude larger
than in the case of cup anemometers) but we should consider that they can
substitute the pair anemometer-vane that is currently being used (Some
consideration on the level of uncertainties should be done).

Also sonic anemometers present, in general, (for similar qualities) a
lesser precisión when measuring an ideal flow (wind tunnel).

Besides that, sonic anemometers suffer a deviation of the measurement
due to the aerodynamic interference caused by their own structure. But, in this
case (this is an important difference respect the influence of vertical components
on cup anemometers) the interference can be evaluated by means of test in wind
tunnel, in a deterministic way, as a function of the direct measurements, taken by
the sensor.

,(/3.y) Ctl{p,y) C13(j3.y)'

'•<„„,,, h | C2i{p.y) C22{p.y) Q3(/3,y)

;,(/3.y) Cjfi.y) C33(/3.y)

[2]

Where:

ucometed- Is the corrected component in the u axis of the sonic anemometer.
Vcorrectcd- Is the corrected component in the v axis of the sonic anemometer.
wcorrected'- Is the corrected component in the w axis of the sonic anemometer.
C¡j (¡,j=1 ...3): Are calibration constants, determined in wind tunnel.

Sub project IV. Page 7A 6.
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(3,y are the angles of yaw and elevation of the wind speed vector respect to the
reference axis of the sonic sensor.
u: Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.
v. Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.
w. Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.

The calibration matrix (whose general pattern is shcwn before) usually
presents a simpler aspect (To calcúlate nine C,y functions is not necessary).

Some manufacturers include this correction in the processing software of
each sensor (each unit), for the highest performance models (highest prize). In
this case the sensor is able to give the undisturbed (without own disturbing
effect) wind vector. One of the method proposed by Gilí anemometers (included
in the controlling software of its model RESEARCH is the following:

"crn-u-J

Va,rr,t;cd

M(u.v) -D(u,v)M(u,v) 0

D{U,Y)M(LI,V) M(u,v) 0

0 0 K(u.v)'""'!m"

[3]

Where:

Ucorrecud- 's the corrected component in the u axis of the sonic anemometer.
vcometed- Is the corrected component in the v axis of the sonic anemometer.
wcorrec:ecí- Is the corrected component in the w axis of the sonic anemometer.
M(u,v),D(u,v),K(u,v)"p/dm'": Are calibration functions, determined in wind tunnel.
u: Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.
v: Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.
w. Is the direct measurement of the channel u of the sonic anemometer.

For the more economic type this disturbance can be evaluated in the
calibration process in wind tunnel, and applied afterwards in the analysis of the
data. See Ref. [2].

Some work should be done to systematically implement the usage of
sonic anemometers, mainly on the issues of calibration, uncertainty calculation,
errors due to installation etc.

For instance, errors due to installation (some wrong levelling) can be
corrected by means of a rotation matrix.

Sub project IV. Page 8A 6.
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2.5. New parameters.

Latest research projects Ref. [1] and [3] nave reveal that there are some
parameters that affect the power performance of wind turbines in complex terrain
(And even in fíat one). These new parameters have influence on mean power
(therefore production estimation) and Std. of power (therefore associated
uncertainty). Some of them, influence the wind sensor reading too, as it was
commented in the point on wind measurements.

These parameters (one of them has been already commented: vertical
component of the wind vector. For best definition of wind speed reference for
power measurement see Ref. [7]) are related to the characteristics of the
turbulent flow (Deterministic and stochastic).

Some differences in the way, the wind turbine reacts before turbulent
flow, in fíat and complex terrain have been detected, during specific analysis on
real data for the same machine model, in both kind of terrain. Ref. [1]. This
different behaviour reveáis two degrees of sensitivity of the machine before the
patterns or structures of the turbulent flow in complex and fíat terrain.

Results from large research on machine ¡nstalled in complex terrain tell
some parameters, that have not been considered in the analysis, ¡nfluence the
mean power and the Std. of power. Some of these parameters are (Standard
deviation of wind speed and wind direction, Skewness and Kurtosis of wind
speed, ratios of Standard deviations of different wind vector components at the
same point or Karman fitting of the wind length scale. See Ref. [8].

The inclusión of this factors should be systematised since affects the
power curve and can change from one place to other.

2.6. Site calibration and nacelie anemometry

Site calibration is one of the weakest points of the existing standard (In
the technical and practical aspects). The Standard proposes two possibilities:
Site calibration by measuring and by computational methods.

Site calibration by measuring requires the installation of two
meteorological masts, one in the place of the future machine, and the other in
the place of the reference mast.

This solution is quite suitable as concept (its application should be
improved), but it is frequently connpletely non cost-effective, since, in the best
case, it means a delay in the erection of the wind turbine (therefore high losses
of money) and in the worst case, it needs the dismounting of the machine (The

Sub project IV. Page 9A 6.
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manufacturer usually asks for the certifícate when the machine is already
erected).

The usage of computational calibration is not recommended, since,
although the codes exist, they are not systematically validated.

This situation aims to work towards two objectives: First to finish the
impiementation and validation of codes for flow modelling in complex terrain.
Second to develop an alternative empirical site calibration for the case of already
erected wind turbine.

For the last point, the usage of nacelle mounted anemometers (sonic
ones are preferable) with machine stopped (To use the tower and the nacelle as
met. mast) is a promising technique that ¡s being applied by CRES and CIEMAT
in real tests.

This method requires a systematisation on its way of application (design
of the test, hypothesis, type and situation of sensors, analysis of data and
utilisation of results and uncertainties).

Even though, the existing empirical method is applied, a deep
improvement of the general layout of the test and a systematisation of the
method of calculation, analysis of the data, and application of results of
uncertainties, is necessary.

The weakest point ¡n the calculation method can be found ¡n the way to
determine the correlation between wind speed at reference met. mast and at
machine place, for each valid wind sector, and the corresponding uncertainties.

Regarding to the uncertainties added by site calibration, much work
should be done. There are four variables involved in the method which are: wind
speed at reference mast and at machine location, and wind direction in both
places. Of course, there is one uncertainty valué associated to each variable, but
uncertainties reiated to time extrapolation (the corrections due to site calibration
are obtained during few weeks and then applied to data acquired during several
months).

Some options exist, but after some applications on real data, a method
that only consider wind speed relations for specific wind sector seems to be more
accurate (higher trueness and precisión) than the one that includes wind
direction as a variable for the whole range of wind directions.

Statistical techniques, such as the following showed, should be
considered in the calculation of site calibration reiated uncertainties.

Sub project IV. Page 10A 6.
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[4]

Where:

s the wind speed at machine place. (During site calibration).
the wind speed at reference mast. (During site calibration).

s the uncertainty in wind speed at machine place. (Our result).
UREF: Is the wind speed at reference mast. (Known variable).
[A±a]\ Is the interval of confidence at 100(1-a) level of significance for the
coefficient of the independent variable. (It ¡s result of the linear regression).
[Bd±>]: Is the interval of confidence at 100(1-a) level of significance for the
constant. (it is result of the linear regression).

The instance shows the uncertainty calculation for the case of direct regression of wind speed.

This formulae applies to site calibration data.

Finally the uncertainty in wind speed at reference met. mast is:

[5]

Where, it can be observed that the parameters that have influence in the
site calibration uncertainty are the coefficients from the regression, the valué of
the wind speed at reference mast and its own uncertainty.

This formulae applies to power curve data.

This formulae explains the reason why the shape of the interval of confidence for the straight line
of regression between two variables, is bigger for lower and larger valúes of the independent variable,
in this case I/W.

2.7. Met. mast location in complex places.

The existing Standard provides with certain indication to lócate the met.
mast. Following it, it must be located upstream of the wind turbine, towards the
prevailing direction of the wind.

In complex sites it is likely to be impossible, due to the availability of
terrain. The wind turbine is frequently installed in a hill and the level of the ground
decreases fast around it.

Sub project IV. Page 11716.
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It would be quite convenient to systematise the application of site
calibration techniques to the case of ¡mpossibility of met. mast installation
upstream of the wind turbine, towards the prevailing direction of the wind.

The same suggestion is made in the case of places with two prevailing
directions and only one met. mast available.

2.8. Definition of compiex terrain.

The Standard defines compiex terrain by appiying a method that analyses
the topography of the surroundings of the machine. This method is quite
sensitiva to its way of application.

The Standard does not systematise its utilisation at all. Therefore two
original maps, two computing techniques or two different selection of the wind
sector, can determine that the same site is defined as compiex or fíat each time.

Even, the simple steps, that are indicated in the Standard, present some
inconsistencies. These ones provoke (for instance) that the method defines as
completely fíat terrain situation, one where the machine is located in a sharp hill
(Hh¡ii/Dh¡ii<0.1) of 2L diameter over a horizontal terrain. See Ref. [10].

Fitting plañe for sector ̂ 2L,3602)

In the described situation the method fits a horizontal plañe (slope=0°)
whereas the reality in completely compiex.

Sub project IV. Page 12A6.
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This wrong definition of the terrain leads to a high increment of the test
cost and duration as well as a much higher degree of uncertainties.

It ¡s recommend that the Standard should indicates some regulations on
the characteristics of the digital topography to be used (grid definition, scale
etc.). Also some specifications on the way of computing the method should be
included.

An scale of 1:5000 and a grid definition of a true height valué each 4m is
recommended.

3. Genera! aspects of the standard IEC 1400-12 (Ref. [9]).

3.1. Deficiencies in the definition of type.

The existing Standard asks for some specifications of the machine under
test. In spite of that, some effort must be paid to guarantee that the same
certifícate of power performance is not used by the manufacturer, for two
machines, that differ between them in any aspect that influences the power
performance.

The first step to assure this, consists in an accurate reiation of the
parameters that comprise the definition of type.

After that, it would be quite easy to define those characteristics, whose
change invalids the application of the same power performance certifícate to two
machines.

3.2. Definition of availability.

One of the weakest points of the Standard ¡s that the measured data sets,
that should be used in the power curve and AEP determination, are not
accurately defined. One example for this, is the uncertain definition of availability.
Availability means that the machine can work if. the outer conditions let it,
immediately, or after a self reset. The main problem consists in how to measure
and record this state. The most convenient option is to measure ¡t by means of
alarms status.

Sub project IV. Page 13A 6.
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3.3. Wind speed iníerval ío be used.

In the existing Standard, the largest wind speed valué to be included in
the power curve is determined by using the highest wind speed measured point.
After that, an interpolation method may be used or not (Depending on the
conditions). In the case of stall regulated machines, the largest valúes of wind
speed correspond to the stall región where the power valúes are lesser than the
ones around the rated power región.

Considering that, one can imagine the real interval of wind speed is totally
dependent on the evolution of the test. This is a factor that frequently impedes
comparison between different curves and leads to errors in estimations.

3.4. Definition of Cp.

There is a definition of performance itself, inside the Standard, by means
of the Cp valué. This Cp valué (that has nothing to do with Power Coefficient but
the shape of the formulae) is calculated from the binned valúes of the power
curve.

Due to mathematical reasons this efficiency parameter presents higher
valúes than the true Cp (traditional definition) this jointed to two factors, first the
similarity in the definition and other the different application by different people
provoke wrong comparisons of its valúes.

In the author's opinión Cp (Efficiency) shouid be calculated from the raw
(corrected) data and after that, binned, instead of using the formulae on binned
data.

3.5. I.S. Units.

International system units shouid be used to avoid any error.

Sub project IV. Page 14ñ 6.
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